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IS CURRY FIBBING
ON FLOPPING?

SR’s REACH BUYS IDAHO FIRM
Ambulance service expanding Business

COMPOST SITE HEARING

LOWELL COHN: Perhaps we shouldn’t
condemn Warriors point guard after
NBA’s fine over Game 1 maneuver Sports

Panel weighs proposed settlement Empire

Fairground rolls back pot fests
Citing mess after last year’s
Cannabis Cup, SR venue
puts limits on trade shows
By JULIE JOHNSON
T HE PRESS DEM O C RAT

Sonoma County Fairgrounds
officials have scaled back the
marijuana trade show events to
be held at the Santa Rosa event
center in 2015, bringing back an

event with North Coast origins
but passing over the Cannabis
Cup run by international event
powerhouse High Times magazine.
The homegrown Emerald Cup
will return to the fairgrounds
event center in December for its
third run in Santa Rosa as a fair
celebrating organic marijuana
grown outdoors. Organizers are
expecting bigger crowds but are
also restricting it to adults for
the first time.

Fairgrounds officials, however, said they will not be welcoming back the High Times’
Cannabis Cup, after last year’s
event was a headache for staff
from unloading to cleanup. The
High Times trade show drew
thousands to its first Santa Rosa
event on a weekend last June.
“They left our facility really messy — debris, stickering,
couches — more so than any other event we’ve had,” Katie FonTURN TO FESTIVALS, PAGE A7

WHO’S OUT,
WHO’S IN

ALVIN JORNADA / For The Press Democrat, 2014

A man exhales vapor at the High Times Cannabis
Cup in 2014 at the Sonoma County Fairgrounds.

OUT: Cannabis
Cup by High
Times magazine;
officials say event
left the venue
“messy” before
the county fair
IN: Emerald Cup,
founded by Tim
Blake; returning
with restrictions

Oil spill
spreads
9 miles
in Pacific

Officials at Sonoma West Medical Center in Sebastopol await
state inspectors to set opening date as renovation project nears completion

Finish line in sight

Probe into pipe leak begins
as crews seek to corral crude
spilled near Santa Barbara
By CHRISTOPHER WEBER
and BRIAN MELLEY
A S S O CI AT ED P R ES S

GOLETA — An oil spill that
fouled beaches and threatened
wildlife along a scenic stretch
of the California coast spread
across 9 miles of ocean Wednesday as cleanup efforts began
and federal regulators investigated how a pipe leaked.
Workers in protective suits
raked and shoveled stinky black
goo off the beaches, while boats
towed booms into place to corral
the two slicks off the Santa Barbara coast where a much larger
spill in 1969 — the largest in U.S.
waters at the time — is credited
with giving rise to the American
environmental movement.
Up to 105,000 gallons spilled
from an onshore pipe and a
fifth of that — 21,000 gallons —
reached the sea, according to
estimates provided by officials.
Crude was flowing through
the pipe at 84,000 gallons an
TURN TO SPILL, PAGE A7
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CELEBRATING THEIR EFFORTS: Registered nurses Alissa Barnes, left, and Maryann Mahoney share a high-five Tuesday during the preparations for the opening
of Sonoma West Medical Center — formerly Palm Drive Hospital — in Sebastopol. Barnes’ children Amanda, 12, left, and Aponi,10, tagged along.

Insights into
bin Laden fill
released files

By MARTIN ESPINOZA
T H E P RE S S D E MO C RAT

T

he yearlong retooling of Palm Drive Hospital,
rebranded as Sonoma West Medical Center,
is almost finished, with final remodel and
renovation work expected to be completed by the
end of this week.
Supporters of the hospital, with a slimmed down
bed count and plans to offer specialty outpatient
care, say they’re hoping to reopen as soon as late
next week, depending on the scheduling of final
bureaucratic inspections.
Raymond Hino, president and CEO of Sonoma
West Medical Center, said once all the work is done
state inspectors will have to sign off on the new
facility.
“We are nearing the finish line. It’s pretty exciting,” Hino said, adding that the remaining construction projects include everything from remodeling the pharmacy to replacement of the hot water
booster in the kitchen.
After the work is complete, officials with the
Office of State Health Planning and Development
will visit the hospital to make sure the work meets
TURN TO MEDICAL, PAGE A7

By GREG MILLER and JULIE TATE
WA S HI NG T O N P O S T

REBRANDED: Sonoma West Medical Center’s nameplate is in place at the facility.

“They’re expecting to see that we have hired
qualified staff, doctors, nurses, support staff.”
RAYMOND HINO, CEO of Sonoma West Medical Center on the state inspections

Months before he was finally found by the CIA and killed,
Osama bin Laden wrote that it
might be time for him to move.
In a letter voicing deep frustration with the isolation at
his compound in Abbottabad,
Pakistan, the al-Qaida leader
contemplated a departure that
might have altered the course of
post-Sept. 11 history.
“I think that I have to leave
them,” bin Laden wrote, referring to the Pakistani brothers
who sheltered him and served
as his primary connections to
the outside world. “But it will
take a few months to arrange
TURN TO FILES, PAGE A7
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WIN YOUR SHARE OF

WIN A BLUE CHEVY COLORADO
May 30th • 10:00 pm

CASH & CHEVY TRUCK GIVEAWAY

TEN WINNERS EVERY SATURDAY!

15 MILES NORTH OF CALISTOGA ON HWY 29

Earn one ticket for every 50 points.

Must be 21 or older. Management reserves all rights.

6:00 pm–11:00 pm

800-564-4872 • www.twinpine.com

